
 
2103 – The Drax Arms – 07/04/19 

Hares Slurry, Hotspur, Matalan, Horny (AWL) and Pencil (in charge of coffee club). 
 
Much expectation for best hash this week. Although weather not as brilliant as last time it still 
pleasant after the past weeks of mankiness. 
 
Off down to the stream, K9 decides bridges are for wimps so Troll splashing takes place. 
Up the hill is the order of the day, but luckily the runners are a suspicious lot and so go off piste 
to burn some excess energy. 
 
Regroup at the top of the field and on alongside the glamping camp. Is it right then immediate 
left, no its off right past the quarry pit. 
 
Another check, but everyone wary of the down hill track, which is where we have to go, this gives 
time for slower runners to catch up. 
 
Once the Spotted Dick gets going following the lines of gravity it takes a lot to stop him and 
Banger. Shame, as trail goes off right following a footpath. Last time we were here, the route was 
a bit hit and miss. Not this time, as we had reported the path to the council as problematic, and 
they have done repairs (yeah). 
 
Onto the cleared trail only to stop as Spotted Dick wanted a photo opportunity. This took hours, 
as late comers like Shitzou and Lost Boy take forever to fight their way down the hill to the 
gathering. 
 
Main farm track and its decision time, left for the real trail, or right for the walking wounded, TTP 
takes option B (needs to keep his eye in for Mondays shift). 
 
Footpath has to do three sides of a box around the farm, as opposed to a 20 yards walk to the 
road, here we get to another decision point. Are you man enough for the full trail or does a short 
cut sound appealing. Death March was too speedy today, jogs past me before I decide who is 
struggling, so doesn’t even get offered the option of saving energy. DM spends the rest of the 
trail looking for the short cut option, shame. 
 
Through, and over the next streams, and then a longish tarmac trail to Briantspuddle. Has to be 
done, pretty village and we have a chance to run across a field that is totally flooded. Locals are 
fencing the field off and force runners to the dryer side, but still nobody escapes with dry feet. 
Up the hill, keeping a look out for the short cutters (midi), but they have decided to sprint off so 
we don’t catch them up until we are nearly home. 
 
So, beautiful countryside, warm, dry, ups, downs, photo shoots, a little tarmac, soggy fields and a 
Hare (I’m not mentioning Matalan) who kicks her friend out of the car and makes them walk back 
to Yorkshire!  
 
So what did you think? 
 
On On  
 


